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Abstract 
In this paper we present an analogue of the lattice basis reduction algorithm of A.K. Lenstra, 
H.W. Lenstra and L. Lov~sz for the case of an indefinite non-degenerate symmetric bilinear 
form. The algorithm produces a reduced basis with similar size properties as in the Euclidean 
case. As an application, we present an algorithm, which finds zero divisors in rings isomorphic 
to M2(Z) in polynomial time. 
1. Introduction 
A.K. Lenstra, H.W. Lenstra and L. Lovasz (see [6, 7]) have constructed a polynomial 
time algorithm to reduce a positive definite integral quadratic form, i.e. to produce 
a basis of a full lattice L in an n-dimensional R-vector space V equipped with a 
positive definite bilinear function on V with integer values on L, such that the matrix 
of the bilinear function with respect o the basis consists of integers of absolute values 
bounded by a constant depending only on the discriminant and the dimension. It turns 
out that their algorithm can be extended to the case of non-degenerate indefinite forms. 
The original algorithm has to be modified only at points where isotropic vectors occur. 
Section 2 contains the definitions, the reduction algorithm and the main properties of 
reduced bases. 
The problem of finding zero divisors in M2(Z) is the simplest subcase of a problem 
of finding structural invariants in associative algebras. Polynomial time algorithms have 
been constructed to find the largest semisimple factor of a finite dimensional algebra 
over Q and to decompose it into simple components [4]. The problem of finding a 
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minimal left ideal in a simple algebra remains open in general; it is not known if a 
zero divisor of polynomial size exists. Rrnyai [11] has proved, that the simplest case, 
i.e. finding a zero divisor in a simple non-commutative four-dimensional Q-algebra is 
essentially as hard as the problem of decomposing integers into prime factors. Some 
results ([5,12]) suggest hat finding certain subrings (so-called maximal orders) may 
bring us closer to finding minimal left ideals. In Section 3 we present evidence in 
favour of this approach: If we are given a maximal order in an algebra isomorphic to 
M2(Q), i.e. a subring isomorphic to M2(Z), then we can find a zero divisor in it in 
deterministic polynomial time. A reduced basis can be used to find a nilpotent element. 
2. Basis reduction 
A lattice in R n is a free abelian subgroup generated by an R-basis of R". A basis 
of a lattice is a free generating set, i.e. an R-basis of R" generating the same lattice. 
Let L be a lattice in V=R n and ( , )  : V × V--~R a symmetric bilinear function 
taking integer values on L. The discriminant of L is defined by 
disc(L) := ] deft(bi, bj))~,j=l], 
where (hi , . . . ,  b,) is a basis of L. It is known that the discriminant is independent of the 
choice of the basis of L, and disc(L) E N. ( , )  is called degenerate if the discriminant 
is zero. In this paper we assume that ( , )  is non-degenerate, i.e. disc(L) ¢ 0. A 
non-zero vector x E V is called isotropic if (x, x) = 0, anisotropic if (x, x) ¢ 0. 
Since ( , )  is assumed to be non-degenerate, isotropic vectors can exist only in the 
indefinite case, i.e. when (x, x) takes positive as well as negative values. We note that 
non-degeneracy is only a technical assumption, one could use a modification similar 
to M. Pohst's MLLL algorithm (cf. [9]) in the degenerate case. 
Our aim is to find a basis (bl, . . . ,  b~) of L such that the matrix (( bi, bj))inj= 1 cons is ts  
of integers of 'small' absolute values. There exist classical reduction methods (origi- 
nated from Hermite for definite forms, for extension to indefinite forms the reader is 
referred to [1, Section 9.3]) based on choosing bl to be an anisotropic vector with 
I(b~, bl)l as small as possible and then recursively continuing the procedure in the 
component of L orthogonal to bl. The main difficulty with this classical approach is 
in finding a shortest vector. This task is known to be NP-hard. The key idea in [6] 
is to replace the notion of reducedness in the sense of Hermite by an algorithmically 
tractable requirement. 
Let us try first to imitate the LLL reduction algorithm and to extend the main results. 
Of course, we write [(x, x)[ instead of the original Ix[ 2. To ensure correctness, we 
assume that all the denominators appearing are non-zero and postpone the discussion 
of necessary modifications in the exceptional cases. 
We will extensively use some notational conventions related to the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization of a basis (bl . . . . .  bn) of L. 
i--1 (hi, b;) ]9* 
b~ :=bl ,  b; :=b i -~ • - -  . ( i=2  . . . . .  n), j : ,  ( bj, 
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i.e. b~ is the component of bi orthogonal to the subspace generated by {bl . . . .  ,b i -1}.  
For the quotients (b~, b~)/(b~, b~), 1 <~j<~i<~n we will also use the notation I~ij. Then 
bi = Y'~)=1 laijb). More generally, let bi(j) denote the component of bi orthogonal to 
the subspace generated by bl .... ,bj- l ,  i.e. 
( b~, b;} 
biO') = b~ - ~- l  (b;, b;) b~ ifj<~i, 
0 i f j  > i. 
In particular, b~ = b i ( i -  1 ). Note that the vector bT depends only on bi and the 
sublattice Li-i generated by bl . . . . .  bi-i. 
A basis is bl . . . . .  b, is called reduced in the sense of LLL if 
i for every 1 ~<j < i<<.n, and (1) IlAij[ ~ ~ 
(2) I(bi(i), bi(i))[ ~< 4l(bi+ l(i), bi+l(i)}[ for every 1 ~<i < n. Bases satisfying prop- 
erty (1) are called proper. Besides properness, the following consequence of (1) and 
(2) is crucial in estimates: 
(2') I(bi+~, bi+,)l>~cl(b~, b*)] for every l~<i < n 
with some constant c < 1. (Actually, c -- ½.) The proof of this is identical to that of 
in [6]. In fact, it follows from 
3 * • * 2 * ~l( bi, b;}l ~ I( bi+l(i), bi+,(i)}t = I(bi+l, bi+l} -~-[Ai+l, i lbi,  b~}l 
I( bi*+,}l + ¼kl b;, b;ll. 
From a basis b~,. . . ,b, ,  it is easy to construct a proper basis with the same Gram- 
Schmidt orthogonalization b~ . . . . .  b~ using the following procedure: 
for i :=  1 to n do 
fo r j := i -  1 down to 1 do 
bi := b~ - mbj where m is the nearest integer to /~i/ 
A reduced basis is obtained by repeating the following rounds: 
- -  properness is achieved/maintained with the above procedure 
- -  we swap b/ and bi+l if property (2) does not hold for some i. 
The crucial part of the analysis of the algorithm relies on the fact that the quantity 
i 
l~I disc(L/)-- f i  1-[ I( b;, b;) I 
i:1 i=1 j=l 
is reduced by a factor less than ¼ in every execution of the swapping step. 
Now we have to treat the 'exceptions': First of all, the definition of b T and bi(j) will 
only work as long as we have ( bT, b~ } ¢ 0, since the orthogonalization procedure stops 
as soon as an isotropic vector b~' is found. This happens at the first index i, such that 
our form restricted to the subspaee Li is degenerate, since disc(L/) ~--- l-Ij=l(bj,i * bj).* 
A basis (bl . . . . .  bn) is called singular, if there is an i, 1 <<.i<<.n, such that disc(L/)= 0. 
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We intend to work only with non-singular bases, i.e. when ( , )  restricted to L~ is 
non-degenerate for i = 1 .... , n. 
Finding a non-singular basis very close to a given singular one appears to be an 
easy task: Let i be the lowest index such that (bT, b [ )= 0. The vectors b~,.. . ,b[ 
together with bi+l(i) .... ,bn(i) form a basis of V. The non-degeneracy of ( , )  implies 
that b* cannot be orthogonal to every element of that basis, hence i < n and there 
exists some j , i  < j<~n, such that (b l, bj(i)) ¢ O. Since 
( b;, bj(i)) = ¼( ( b; + bj(i), b; + bj(i)) + ( b; -b j ( i ) ,  b; -b j ( i ) ) ) ,  
there exists e = ztzl such that b* + ebj(i) is anisotropic. But this vector is nothing else 
than the component of the lattice vector bi + ~bj orthogonal to the subspace generated 
by bl , . . . ,b i - l ,  thus by replacing bi with bi + ebj, we obtain a basis of L such that for 
all 1 <~k<~i, (b~, b~) ¢ O. Iterating this step at most n - 1 times a nonsingular basis 
is obtained. 
We prepend this procedure to the usual reduction algorithm to ensure that we work 
with non-singular bases. Observe that the procedure for making bases proper preserves 
non-singularity. 
Let us examine the reduction step related to condition (2) of reducedness. Swapping 
b i and bi+l does not affect he sublattices Lj fo r j  ¢ i and replaces b[ with bi+l(i), thus 
it preserves non-singularity except when bi+l(i) is isotropic. Then we shall find another 
lattice vector on the line b i -  zbi+l with short complement b[ -zbi+)(i)  to replace bi, 
1 then I = ½. If  IPi+ ,il < 3, except in the (very explicit) case when Ilti+l.il = ] (b?,b 7) 
1 I < < - -  we choose z to be the nearest integer to ~ ,  so that I z -  1 1 J 2p i+ l ,  i 2 4[gi+l,i] ' 
l and hence for the complement b[ -zbi+l( i)  of b i -  zbi+l(i) thus 0 < 1--2Z]/i+I,i < )- 
orthogonal to b) . . . . .  bi-i we have 
I( b7 - zbi+ 1 (i), b* - zbi+l (i))[ 
I(b*, b;)r 
I( b[, b*) -2z (b ; ,  bi+l(i))[ 
I(bi*, b;)l 
1 
= [ 1 - 2Zlti +l,il < -~. 
The argument also shows that b'[ -zb i+l( i )  is anisotropic. Thus, the quantity l-Iin-i 
disc(Li) is reduced here by a factor less than ½, rather than 3. On the other hand, if 
IPi+~,il = ½, we have 
)( bi+,, hi+,)) = I( bi+l (i) - pi+,,ib;, bi+, (i) - pi+,,ib~')l 
= [fli2+l,i(b;, b[) - 2#i+l,i(b;, bi+l(i))l 
~l  2 * * * 
-- ]2i+l,i( b i ,  6;)1 = l l( b i ,  hi )l, 
thus (U) is satisfied with c = ¼. As a conclusion, the reducedness of a basis b l , . . . ,b ,  
with respect o a possibly indefinite ( ,  } coincides with the original notion with the 
following modifications: 
(0) the basis must be non-singular, 
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(1) coincides with the original notion of properness, 
(2a) same as (2) for  indices i, such that ( bi+l(i), bi+|(i) 7 k O, and 
I for indices i, such that (bi+l(i), bi+l(i)) = O. (2b) ] / / i+ l , i l  = 
We have the following method to find a reduced basis: 
- -  we find a non-singular basis" and repeat he following rounds: 
- -  achieve/maintain properness, 
- -  make changes described above if test (2a) or (2b) of reducedness fails for some 
index i. 
Theorem |. Given a basis (al . . . . .  a,) of  a lattice L together with the symmetric 
a n regular integer matrix (( ai, j) )i,j=l specifying the non-degenerate integral symmetric 
bilinear function { , ) on L, the algorithm above finds a reduced basis of L in time 
polynomial in the input size. 
A complete proof of the theorem can be found in the Appendix. We sketch here 
only the main differences from the analysis of the complexity of the LLL algorithm. 
We have seen that the initial step of finding a non-singular basis does not matter too 
much. Also, in the case of failure of test (2b) of reducedness, the 'length' of the new 
n b]' is less than half of the original one, thus the quantity [1j=l disc(Lj) is reduced 
3 by a factor less than ½ (rather than a). It follows that on the number of arithmetical 
operations we have bounds similar to the LLL algorithm. 
Except for the coordinates of vectors, we obtain similar bounds (they are slightly 
worse because of indefiniteness) on the numbers (e.g. the values (bi, bj), numerators 
and denominators of bt~j) as in the usual case. While definiteness would automatically 
imply bounds on the coordinates of vectors based purely on bounds on the length, this 
is no longer true in the indefinite case. Instead, we have to argue as follows: A single 
round of the algorithm results in a transformation matrix with entries of size bounded 
polynomially by the size of the values (bi, bj) for the basis bl . . . . .  b~ that we have at 
the entry point of the round. But these bounds can be turned into (also polynomial) 
bounds in tenns of the initial input. Since we have polynomially many rounds, the 
result (and the intermediate ransformation matrices) will be a product of polynomially 
many matrices of polynomial size, again a matrix of polynomial size. 
Reduced bases have the following properties: 
Theorem 2. Let (bl . . . . .  b,,) be a reduced basis of  L. Then for every 1 <~i<~j<n, 
J l bi, bj)] <~ (2 ~-2 + 2 "-i-1 )disc(L) l/<~-i+l) ~< 2~disc(L) j/~-*+l ). 
Proof .  
f i  i-, f i  disc(L) = I(b;, bT)l. = [I I(bT, b7)l I(b;, b;)] = disc(Li_,)l-[ I(b;, b;) I 
j '= I j=  1 j= i  j= i  
>~ f i  [(b~, bT)f>~fi4-1J-i)l(b* , b*}[, 
,j=i ] : i  
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the latter inequality follows from the fact that (2 p) holds with c = ¼. Hence 
I( b~, b?)[ <~2"-gdisc(L) 1/("-i+1). 
For i~<j we have 
[(bi, bj)[ = 
i i--1 ~1( 
b;) b;, b;/I + f(b;, b;)l 
l / -1 <~ -~ ~ 2n-kdisc(L)l/(n-k+~) + 2n-idisc(L)l/(n-i+l) 
k=l 
( l i -1  ) 
<~ ~ 2 n-k + 2 n-i disc(L)l/(n-i+l) 
k=| 
= (2 n-2 + 2 n- i  _ 2n - i - I  )disc(L) l / (n- i+ 1 ). [] 
3. Finding zero divisors in M2(Z) 
To demonstrate he significance and power of indefinite reduction, we outline here 
an application to a symbolic computational problem involving associative algebras. For 
the definitions and main theorems from the theory of associative algebras and orders 
the reader is referred to the textbooks [8, 10]. In computational tasks an associative 
algebra A is assumed to be given by a set of structure constants, with respect o 
a linear basis al .... ,a, of A, i.e. n 3 rational numbers c~. with aia j = ~k=l = ckijak •
Computing objects in algebras means to compute coordinates for single elements, coor- 
dinates of bases for subspaces such as ideals, or matrices for homomorphisms w.r.t, the 
basis al . . . . .  an. There exist (cf. [4]) polynomial time algorithms for finding the largest 
semisimple factor of algebras and decomposing semisimple algebras into simple com- 
ponents. Determining the structure of simple algebras appears to be more difficult. The 
smallest examples of non-commutative simple algebras over Q are of dimension 4. 
Such an algebra is either a skewfield, i.e. an algebra without pairs of zero divisors 
(0 ~ a,b E A such that ab = 0), or isomorphic to M2(Q), the full ring of 2 x 2 
rational matrices. R6nyai [11] has shown that distinguishing these two cases is es- 
sentially as hard as deciding quadratic residuity modulo composite numbers. On the 
other hand, in [5], an algorithm using factoring integers is obtained to compute the 
dimension of the minimal one-sided ideals of simple algebras over Q. The method is 
based on finding maximal orders in algebras. An order in the algebra A is a lattice in 
the vector space A closed under multiplication and containing the identity element. An 
order is called maximal if it is not contained properly in another order. Computation 
of the dimension of the minimal one-sided ideals from a maximal order relies on a 
deep theorem from algebraic number theory and is far from being effective: no explicit 
construction of zero divisors is available yet. Even worse, it is not known whether 
zero divisors (if any) of polynomial size exist. It is natural to ask, whether given a 
maximal order in A, one can find a zero divisor in polynomial time. 
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In this section we settle this problem in affirmative for a four-dimensional simple 
non-commutative algebra A over Q. Assume that A contains zero divisors. Then ev- 
ery maximal order in A is known (cf. [10]) to be isomorphic to Mz(Z), the ring of 
2 x 2 integer matrices. Assume that a maximal order L is given by the set of 
structure constants k 4 (Ci[)i,j,k=l with respect o a basis al,a2,a3,a4 of its additive group: 
4 aiai = ~k=l  c~a~ for every i , j  E {1,2,3,4}. It is clear that c~j E Z. Our aim is to 
find a zero divisor in L. 
As an example let q be an odd positive integer. The so-called quaternion al,qebra 
H = H( -1 ,q )  is the associative algebra over Q generated by 1,u,v,w with defin- 
ing relations lh = hl = h for every h E {1,u,v,w}, u 2 = -1 ,  t) 2 = q, uv = 
-vu  = w. H is known to be a non-commutative simple algebra over Q with ba- 
sis l ,u,v,w. It is known that H is isomorphic to M2(Q) if and only if -1  is a 
quadratic residue modulo q, i.e. there exist integers ~ and 7 such that ~2 _~_ 1 = 
7q. In that case it is straightforward but tedious to check that the lattice O with 
basis 
1 1 
hi = L(v + o~w), h2 = ~(u + w), h3 =w,  h4 = ~(1 +v)  
q 
forms an order in H, i.e. to show that 1 E O, and the structure constants of O w.r.t. 
the basis hl,h2,h3,h4 are integers. 
We return to the general case (the lattice L = (al,a2,a3,a4) is a maximal order in 
the simple algebra A ------ M2(Q)). For an element a E A, let M(a) denote the 4 x 4 
matrix of the left multiplication by a w.r.t, the basis al,az,a3,a4 of A and Tr the 
4 trace of 4 x 4 matrices, tr(a), the trace of a = ~i=1 xiai as a 2 x 2 matrix (called 
the reduced trace of a) can be computed without knowing the explicit isomorphism 
A ~ M2(O): 
14 14  k4  
= = ~ xi Tr((cij)/,k=l ). tr(a) = Tr(M(a)) -~ ~x iTr (M(e i ) )  2 i=l 
i=1 
It is also easy to see that the function ( , ) : A ~ A defined by { a, b) := tr(ab) is a 
symmetric non-degenerate bilinear function (called the bilinear trace form) on A, and 
takes integer values on L. Also, for the discriminant we have disc(L) = 1. (To see 
this, compute the discriminant with respect o the usual basis of Mz(Z).)  We remark 
that checking the condition disc(L) = 1 can be used to ensure the maximality of L: 
non-maximal orders have discriminant larger than 1. The maximality of  the order O 
in our running example can be proved in this way. 
Recall that for a 2 x 2 matrix a, such that tr(a) =-- 0, the characteristic polynomial 
of the matrix a is x 2 - ltr(a2). We shall find a very special zero divisor: a non-trivial 
nilpotent element, i.e. 0 ¢ a E A such that a 2 = 0. Consider the linear subspace A' 
of A consisting of elements with zero trace and the corresponding sublattice L' of L, 
defined by 
U := {a C L • tr(a) = 0}. 
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Finding a nilpotent element of A is equivalent o finding an isotropic element in A ~ 
with respect o the bilinear trace form. Since nilpotent elements do exist, the form ( , )  
must be indefinite. It is easy to check that L' is a three dimensional lattice and its 
discriminant is equal to 2. We can find a three element basis d l, a~, a~ of U using the 
algorithm in [3]. In our running example, hl,h2,h3 is a basis of O ~ and the matrix of 
the bilinear trace form is 
tr(hihj)~j= 1= - q 
\ 2~ q 2q 
Now we use the reduction algorithm of the previous section to compute a reduced 
basis (bhb2,b3) of L ~ with respect to the trace form. If we search for an .isotropic 
element of the form a = Xlb 1 + x2b2 + x3b3 then the task is equivalent o finding a 
3 non-trivial integer solution of }-~i,j=l tr(bibj)xixj = 0, an equation with coefficients of 
small size. We can make the computation more explicit: Assume that bl,bz, b3 is a 
reduced basis, such that b2(1) and b3(2) are anisotropic. Then inequality (U) of the 
previous section is satisfied with c = ½, thus 
I(b~, b~) I~<21(b~, b~)[ ~<4l(b ~, b~)[. 
It follows that [( b~', b~')[3< 8disc(L') = 16, and since b~' = bl is an integer matrix with 
characteristic polynomial x2 - ½ ( b~, b l), we obtain 1( b~', b]')[ = 2. Now we have 
8 = 4disc(L') = [(b~', b~')[3[(b~, b~)[[(b~, b~)[ ~> [(bT, b~)[Zl(b~, b~)l 2 = disc(L~) 2, 
where L~ is the sublattice generated by bl and b2. Thus [(b]', b~()[2l(b~, b~)[ 2 is the 
square of an integer, therefore it is 1 or 4. The former possibility gives I(b~, b~)[ = ½, 
contradicting [(b]', b~')[~<2[(b~, b~)[. We infer that ](b~, b~)[ = 1 and [(b~', b~)[ = 
d isc (L '  ) , , . , . * 
l( bT. bT)ll(b;, b;)l ---- 1. If ( b 2, b~) = - ( b 3, b 3), then b 2 + b 3 is isotropic. If ( b 2, b~) : 
(b~, b~), then (b~', b~') = -2(b~,  b~) (otherwise ( , )  would be definite) and in that 
case b T + b~ + b~ is isotropic. Thus in any case, we can find a non-trivial nilpotent 
element a c A as one of the vectors b2(1), b3(2), b~ + b~, or b]" + b~ + b~'. Since a is 
a non-trivial zero divisor in A, Aa = {balb C A} is a two-dimensional left ideal of A 
and the lattice La = {bath E L} has rank two. Using [3], a Z-basis vl,v2 of La can 
be found. Now we are given the isomorphism L ~ M2(Z) by mapping b E L to the 
matrix of the left action of a on La. We have proved 
Theorem 3. Given a maximal order in an alyebra &omorphic to M2(Q), i.e. a rin 9 
L isomorphic to M2(Z)  by its integer structure constants {c~." i , j ,k = 1,2,3,4}, we 
can find a non-trivial zero divisor and 9ire an explicit isomorphism between L and 
Me(Z)  in time polynomial in the size of  the structure constants. 
Note that since we are looking for isotropic elements, we do not need the whole 
power of the reduction algorithm, we can stop as soon as an isotropic vector is 
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found. In particular, no reduction is necessary if the basis appears to be singular 
(that is the case in our example if 7 = 1, i.e. q = 22 + 1, since the discriminant 
of the lattice O I generated by hi and h2 is 17-  1]). Taking q = 13, a = 5, ~,, = 2, 
the basis is non-singular, but we find an isotropic vector already after the first re- 
duction step (i.e. that for reducing #21): (h2 - hi, h2 - hi) = 6 + 4 - 2 - 5 = 0. 
Thus h2 - hi = ½(u + w) - ~3(v + 5w) is a nilpotent element of the algebra H = 
H( -1 ,  13). 
Appendix 
Proof  of  Theorem 1 
I. First we show that the algorithm requires a polynomial number of arith 
metical operations. This is clear for finding the initial non-singular basis (denoted 
by (cL . . . . .  cn)). We have already seen that the quantity 
D(bi . . . . .  bn) := r I  t(b], b;)l = disc(Lk) E N 
k=l  j= l  k=l  
remains unchanged while making the basis proper and reduces by a factor less than 
3 in every round, where a change due to failure of tests (2a) or (2b) of reducedness. 4 
After p such rounds, we have 
1 ~O(b l  . . . . .  bn)~ (3)PD(cl  . . . .  ,Cn), 
and hence 
1 
p ~< log2-----~_ log 2 D(Cl . . . . .  c, ) ~< 3 log 2 D(Cl . . . . .  c,). 
We conclude that the number of arithmetical operations is really bounded by a poly- 
nomial of the input size. 
II. It remains to prove that the size of the numbers we work with during the run of 
the algorithm is also bounded by a polynomial of  the input size (the dimension n, and 
the sizes of (ai, aj)). 
Lemmas 1 and 2 below are related to the procedure making a basis proper. They 
establish bounds on the coordinates of vectors in terms of the values of ( , )  on the 
starting basis. Lemma 3 provides a universal bound on the values of ( , )  on an arbitrary 
proper basis produced by the algorithm. 
b* ' x -~ i - i  , Lemma 1. For any non-singular basis (bl . . . . .  bn) of  L, i f  we write bi = i ±2__~j=l #ijbj 
for  i=  1 . . . . .  n then 
I#Ul <(nA)" and either #ij = 0 or I#(it>~(nA)-", 
where A := maxk, l [(bk, bl)l. 
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Proof. In the arguments below we use the Hadamard's bound on the determinant. 
For i > l we have 
[( b*, b~) I = [1-Ij<~i( b~' b~)[ = [ det((bk, bl) )k,l<~i[ 
[~Ij<i(b~, b~)[ [ det((bk, bt))k,l<i[ 
>~[ det((bk, bt))k,l<~[ -1 ~>(( i -  1)A)-(i-I)>~(nA)l-n, 
implying for all 1 ~< i < j that 
I#~jl - I<b~' bj)l ~A(nA)"- ' ,  
I<bT, b;)l 
Similarly, 
l( b,*, b;)[ ~< I det(( bk, bt) )k,l<~i [ <.(iA) i <~(nA) n, 
thus if (bi, bj) # 0 then [#ij[~(nA) -n. [] 
Lemma 2. Suppose that the coordinates of the vectors bi of a non-singular basis 
(bl . . . . .  bn) of L with respect to a f ixed other basis (dl . . . . .  d,)  are bounded by C in 
absolute value. Then the coordinates with respect o (dl . . . . .  d , )  of the vectors occur- 
ring in the course of  the procedure making the basis (hi . . . . .  bn) proper (in particular 
those of the resulting proper basis) will be at most 
2~2B~ C, 
where B := (nA) ~ with A = maxkt ](bk, bt)[. 
Proofi First we remark that the change of bj to b j -  mbk affects neither the orthogonal- 
ization of the basis, nor the coefficients #st for values of s other than j. We also observe 
that when the procedure pivots the element bn, (bl . . . . .  bn-1 ) is already a proper basis 
of Ln-1, and by induction we can assume that for k < n, the absolute values of the 
coordinates of bk are at most 2(n-l)2Bn-lc. We prove by induction that B2 t is an 
integer upper bound for ]#~kl (k = 1 .. . .  ,n - 1) after the tth change of bn. For t = 0 
this follows from the first inequality of Lemma 1. Assume that after the (t - 1)-th 
step B2 t-1 is an upper bound for [#~k] (k = 1 . . . . .  n - 1). In the tth step we perform 
b(nt) := b~ t-l) - m(t)bn -t = Ek : l 'n  Idnk(t)t'*t3k' where Im (t) - #~,t.~[, _ <~ ½. Observe that we just 
(t) ~<½, while for k > n -  t, we already have ~nk achieve ftn,n_ t (t), = [#~'k--l)[ ~< ½. On 
the other hand, from the induction hypothesis and the integrality of B2 t-1 we obtain 
[m(t) I<~B2 t - I  and hence (t) ___ . ( t - l )  ~(t),, i<B2t -1  Jr~B21 t - I  < B2  t (k = 1, #nk t~nk --"~ t~n-t, k " " "' 
n-  t -  1). We used here the fact that k < n, n -  t < n and therefore we already have 
I#.-,,kl < ½. After the tth step (1 <<.t<~n - 1), bn changes to 
bi t) = bn - (m(l)bn-I +""  + m(t)bn-t). 
Using the bound ]m¢S)l<<.B2S-1 obtained above, and the induction hypothesis on 
bl . . . . .  b , - l ,  we infer the following upper bound on absolute values of the coordinates 
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of b~'J: 
2(n-I)2Bn--IC(1 + B + ".. + B2t)<.2(n-I)'-B~-xCB2t+l < 2~'-BnC, 
as claimed. [~ 
Lemma 3. For any proper basis (bl . . . . .  b,)  produced by the algorithm, we have 
max I( bi, bj} I <<.nD(cl . . . . .  c,), I',j 
where (cl . . . . .  On) is the initial non-singular basis. 
Proof. I f  we let J2ii : 1 and write bi : Y~j * j=lJ~i,jbj, i = 1 . . . . .  n then [/2i, j[<~l 
(i : l . . . . .  n, j = i . . . . .  n), thus we have 
I(bi, bk)L = 
min(i,k) 
E ~ij~AkJ(b; ' b;) 
j= l  
rain(i, k ) 
~< E [(b),b))l. 
j=l 
We have seen in the first part of the proof that the quantity D(bl . . . . .  bn) is decreasing 
during the algorithm, thus 
. disc(Lj) ~<disc(Lj)<~D(ct,... cn), 
1(b), b))l -- disc(Lj_l ) ' 
and the claim easily follows. [] 
Now we can estimate the size of the numbers we work with. The maximum of 
{[(ai, aj)[ : i , j  = l , . . . ,n} is denoted by A0. Let (cl . . . . .  cn) be the starting non- 
singular basis. We know that either ci = ai or ci = a i+~aj  for some j > i and e = ~:1. 
From this we infer that I(ci, cj)l<<.4Ao and therefore (using Hadamard's bound on the 
n discriminants) 
D( cl, . . . , Cn ) <~ (4nA0) n2 .
We denote by C1 the maximum of the absolute values of  the coordinates of  the first 
proper basis (bl . . . . .  b~). By Lemma 2 with B0 := (4hA0)" we have 
C1 ~<2 • 2~:Bg. 
This bound is also valid for the intermediate vectors of the procedure making the initial 
non-singular basis (cl . . . . .  cn) proper. 
Lemma 3 gives an absolute bound for values of ( , )  on the proper bases produced 
by the algorithm: 
[( bi, bj)l <<.nBg =: E. 
A swap performed ue to failure at test (2a) of  reducedness does not affect the set 
of coordinates. In case of failure (2b), we perform bi := bi + zbi+l for some i, where 
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Izl<~½(nE) n + 1 < (nE) n. Since z is an integer, [z + 1]<~(nE) n. For the new values 
we have [(bi, bj)[ ~<(1 + Iz])2E, thus A := E(nE) 2" < (nE) 2n+1 is an upper bound for 
the absolute values of ( , )  before each entry to the procedure maintaining properness. 
Now let C~ stand for the maximum of the absolute values of the coordinates of the 
elements of the kth proper basis. With B := (nA) ~ we have 
Ck <~ Ck-1 (nE)nB n2n2. 
The algorithm terminates in at most p = 3 log 2 D(Cl .... , cn) iteration steps, and 
Cp <~ 2(nEB)np2 n2p. 
Cp is an upper bound for all the coordinates computed in our algorithm. For the size 
of the coordinates this yields the bound 
logzC p = 1 + nZp + nplog2(2nE(1 +B))  = O((nY)logZ(n) log2(A0)), 
since p = O(n2(log(n) + log(A0))), log(E) = O(n2(log(n) + log(A0))) and log(B) = 
O(n4(log(n) + log(A0))). [] 
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